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Justice Committee  
 

Scottish Civil Justice Council and Criminal Legal Assistance Bill 
 

Letter from Michael Monro to the Committee 
 

I am advised that the Justice Committee is to be meeting tomorrow, Tuesday 
13 November to discuss, inter alia, changes in the current provision of legal aid for 
persons being prosecuted in Scotland. 
 
For reasons which no-one understands the Justice Secretary, no doubt with advice 
from SLAB is determined that there should be a system of contribution by anyone 
applying for criminal legal aid in summary proceedings with the threshold being as 
low as £68 a week. Whilst in my opinion such a decision is disgraceful in that the 
lowest limit is ridiculously low it is made even worse by the suggestion that such 
contributions be ingathered by the solicitor. The Board is to ingather solemn 
contributions as it presently does with civil contributions so why not also summary 
monies? The infrastructure is obviously in place at SLAB so surely logic dictates it 
ingather summary contributions. 
 
How do those who support the suggestion of client contributions expect solicitor to 
deal with a case if contributions are to be paid out of state benefits received in the 
main fortnightly. Is the solicitor to wait until client has paid all his contribution and 
then proceed to prepare the defence? That could well result in the conclusion of the 
 criminal prosecution being delayed months which is not in the interest of the victim 
of crime or any witnesses. Summary procedure is already subject to lengthy delay 
due to lack of resources within the Courts and Procurators Fiscal offices. A solicitor 
will, I foresee, have to go before a Sheriff and ask that a case be postponed due to 
lack of payment of contributions or full payment of contributions. 
 
We are all aware the lack of full payment of Fiscal fines and also the failure of FEOs 
in gathering fines imposed by the Courts. How is it expected that anyone will be 
more successful in getting in money from such disadvantaged people as we 
represent in the criminal courts. 
 
I would therefore ask that the committee remove the requirement of contributions, 
which failing to have the threshold far more than £68 and without any doubt at all the 
contributions be ingathered by SLAB. 
 
I have been in private practice since 1974 and have provided legal aid since 1977. I 
have never contacted a Government dept. in my life but so important are these 
proposals and the risk of creating a shambles in our court system so obvious I ask 
that the Justice Committee acts in the interests of justice and not in the interests of 
the Justice Minister and the Scottish Legal Aid Board. 
 
Michael Monro  
Senior Partner 
Mackie and Dewar 
12 November 2012 
 


